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More than 4 million
Solar Home Systems

1:4 houses has solar 
in rural areas 



30% excess energy
equivalent

800,000 kWh p.a.

PROBLEM

800,000 kWh p.a.

of 4 millions of stand-alone
solar panels



Towards centralization of AC system

GLOBAL 
NORTH

Evolution of 
Energy 

Infrastructure

Towards decentralization of DC system

GLOBAL 
SOUTH



Evolution 
of Money

GLOBAL 
NORTH

What comes Next?

GLOBAL 
SOUTH



A platform where solar home system users and non-users
can exchange electricity

Save Money through better energy access

SOLUTION

Gain flexibility and get more power whenever you want

Save Money through better energy access

Generate Income by trading electricity



SOLUTION

SOLbox – the swarm controller
• Intelligent
• Interconnectable
• Pay as you go



ME SOLshare Ltd. founded in 2015...



SWARMbox
net metering device

Peer-to-Peer Solar Microgrids

PRODUCT

net metering device

mobile money enabled

plug & play



Installed: September 2015
Partner: UBOMUS

The concept of interconntecting 
SHS – sharing electricity 

H6

H2

H3
H4

H7

- These households can now share their excess energy with their neighbors.
- They generate extra income
- they can use the energy for businesses



Swarm Grids – Interconnected SHS
A kind of bottom-up electrification

1. Interconnecting households

2. Interconnecting business

3. Interconnecting grids
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Kalam: The customers for my TV theater
want to see more movies for longer. I need
more energy to power my TV for longer.

Dr.Bimol: I can sell all my excess energy
now and not worry about collecting money

People that got interconnected

now and not worry about collecting money
by hand.

Mizan: I can run my computer even when there is a
lot of demand by buying power from the SOLgrid
when I need, I also get better internet access through
this grid.

Motaleb: I want a DC fridge to sell cold
drinks and ice cream at my restaurant.



Try to imagine we have millions of connected households

New uses for e-Rickshaws, for movie-theaters, for

Swarm Electrification – a visionary outlook

Energy as currency people start to use the shared
energy as local currency
Swarm money or MicroEnergy Exchange (MEX)

DC World based on a DC grid that supports
millions of DC appliances

New uses for e-Rickshaws, for movie-theaters, for
communication
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from the global north perspective




